
 
 
F:385:HUIL:MLB                                    2nd July, 2020 
 
To 
The Listing Department 
BSE Limited 
Phiroze Jeejeebhoy Towers, 
Dalal Street, Mumbai- 400001 
Scrip Code: 539984 
 
Sub:  Intimation under regulation 30 of SEBI (Listing Obigation and Disclosure Requirements)  
 
Dear Sir/Madam, 
 
Pursuant to Regulation 30 of the SEBI (Listing Obligations and Disclosure Requirements) 
Regulations, 2015 read with SEBI Circular No. SEBI/HO/CFD/CMD1/CIR/P/2020/84 dated 20th May, 
2020, we hereby forward herewith a note on impact of COVID-19 pandemic on the Company.  
 
Kindly take the above information on record. 
 
Thanking you. 
 
Yours faithfully, 
 
For Hindusthan Urban Infrastructure Limited 

 
M.L. Birmiwala 
Sr. V.P.- Finance & Secretary 
  



 

1. Impact of the COVID- 19 
pandemic on the business 
 

COVID-19 is impacting company's manufacturing activities (i.e. 
Conductor Division and  Insulators Division ), sales offices and 
administrative offices were closed from March 24, 2020 due to 
the lockdown announced by the Government of India  for 21 
days which further got extended till 3rd May, 2020 and the 
same is followed by respective State Governments. 
 
COVID-19 lockdown relaxation with limited restrictions set to 
come into effect from 20th April. Based on some relaxation of 
the lockdown restrictions various plants progressively 
recommenced partial operations with restricted manpower.  
 

In view of above, Company has obtained required 
permission and restarted its manufacturing activities 
partially at all locations in the second fortnight of  April 
2020 with restricted manpower. However operations were 
hampered because of various requirements imposed by the 
Government for COVID management like timing restriction, 
manpower ceilings, rotational attendance of workforce, 
occurrence of any COVID cases in the district or region, 
tightening of restrictions by local authorities etc.  
 

Work from home was rolled out wherever feasible and for this 
purpose necessary infrastructure was provided. 
 

Company’s production levels were lower than its capacity 
during the month of April and May, in view of the less sales/ 
works order in hand. The manufacturing locations were able 
to fulfill the requirements of the Customers. 
 

2, 3 
& 4 

Ability to maintain 
operations including the 
factories I units / office 
spaces functioning and 
closed down & schedule, if 
any, for restarting the 
operations. steps taken to 
ensure smooth functioning 
of operations 
 

Relaxations given under lockdown announced by the 
Government of India with effective from 1't June 2020, all the 
plants of company are expected to step up operations. 
Production levels will however be moderated based on 
work/sale orders in hand. Sales and administrative offices 
have opened for doing day to day activities. 
 

The Company is taking various steps for COVID management 
stipulated by the Government like sanitisation, mandatory 
wearing of masks, thermal check at the gate, staggered lunch 
timings, fixing hand sanitizer dispensers etc.  
 

We are complying the direction given by the local 
governments regarding ceiling placed on manpower strength 
in offices, efforts are on to maintain operations using a mix of 
staggered working and work from home.  
 

Supply chain is also being monitored to ensure availability of 
raw material. 
 



5. Estimation of the future 
impact of COVID-19 on its 
operations 
 

Based on the immediate assessment of the impact of COVID- 
19 on the operations of the Company and ongoing discussions 
with customers, vendors and service providers, the Company 
is positive of serving customer orders and obtaining regular 
supply of raw materials and logistics services after resumption 
of the operations.  
 

In assessing recoverability of trade receivables, the Company 
has considered subsequent recoveries, past trends, credit risks 
profile of the customers based on their industry, macro-
economic forecasts and internal and external information 
available till date. 
 
In assessing recoverability of inventories, the Company has 
considered the latest selling prices, customer orders on hand 
and margins. Based on the above assessment, the Company is 
of the view that carrying amounts of trade receivables and 
inventories are expected to be realisable. 
 

The impact of COVID- 19 may be different from the above 
given estimation i.e. it is difficult to accurately assess the 
financial impact on future performance at this point of time. 
 

6. Details of impact of COVID-
19 on listed entity’s capital 
and financial resources, 
profitability,     liquidity 
position etc., ability to 
service debt and other 
financing arrangements, 
assets, internal financial 
reporting and control, 
supply  chain,  demand for 
its products, existing 
contracts / agreements 
where non- fulfilment of the 
obligations by any party will 
have significant impact on 
the listed entity’s business 
 

The company manufacturing plants have commenced its 
production activities and the supply chain has resumed 
reaching the products to the markets. The company's operations 
are poised to scale up and ensure that the products continue to 
be made available to our customers. 
 

The company has a strong Net Worth and low levels of Debt 
position. We have also serviced all our debt obligations in a 
timely manner. We do not foresee any incremental risk with 
regards to our ability to service financial arrangements and 
recoverability of our assets including inventory and receivables 
at this point in time.  
 

The financial results for Q1 of FY 2020-21 will be adversely 
impacted due to shutdown period in the quarter. However 
expected financial impact is not ascertainable at this stage. 
 

At present the company is in a position to fulfil all its legal 
obligations and it does not foresee any material impact on its 
business due to non fulfilment of obligations by any party. 
There has been no impact on the internal financial reporting 
and controls of the company. 

 
 


